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On the Wild Side by Tina Mitchell 
A buzzy, high-pitched, slightly trilled song rang through the air—a 
two-syllable phrase repeated three or four times, a pause, a different 
two-syllable phrase repeated three or four times, a pause, yet a 
different two-syllable phrase repeated three or four times … I trained 
my binoculars on the rocky slope across the road harboring that 
songster.  Nothing appeared.  Turning back to the song, my brain 
struggled to identify the singer with this varied repertoire.  Then came 
a cheery, distinctive “tick—ear!  tick—eer!  tick—eer!”  That was the 
hint I needed—a Rock Wren was claiming his territory, running 
through his vast repertoire of two-syllable song snippets, somewhere 
on that rocky slope across the road. 
 
Nimble, skulky, and rather hyperactive, a Rock Wren rarely stands still 
for long.  It moves quickly in a mix of hops and fluttering flights as it 
forages in the open, sometimes stopping to turn its head from side to 
side, as if pondering its next move in pursuit of a meal: ants, crickets, 
grasshoppers, beetles, and just about any other insects it can catch 
and subdue.  If startled, it bobs up and down or may stand upright; 
otherwise, it moves in a crouch as it clambers up, down, and across 
rock faces.  If it moves down, it might simply open its wings and glide 
to the lower site. 
 
Since these birds rarely stop moving, it can be very hard to get a good 
look at one.  If you get lucky with this often mysterious bird, you’ll see 
a rather large wren (as wrens go—6” or so) with a long tail (as wren 
tails go, that is), showing a rather pale gray-brown back with fine 
speckling above; the belly is pale with a buffy wash most visible on 
the sides.  A light gray eye stripe seems to run directly from the base 
of the beak through the eye almost to the back of the neck.  But really, 
you’re much more likely to hear a Rock Wren’s vast repertoire of two-
syllable song snippets or its repeated “tick—ear” call than to get a 
good look at this bundle of ceaseless energy. 
 
A habitat generalist of the West, as long as rock outcroppings or 
similar areas are available, Rock Wrens remain widespread across 
Colorado’s rocky terrain from the mountains to the plains.  This 
species nearly always resides near rocky cliffs and outcroppings, talus 
slopes, scattered boulders, or even human-altered habitats such as 
rock dams, road cuts, and elevated roadbeds. 
 
In Colorado, Rock Wrens arrive and begin courtship and nest-building 
in mid- to late April.  They typically nest among rocks and occasionally 
even in dirt banks.  The nest is usually located in a crevice, occasionally 

far out of sight, but the “pavement”— an entryway to the nest lined 
with small flat stones—often provides a clue to the nest’s location. 
(The function of this pavement is open to considerable speculation.)  
The nest itself is a cup built of grass, bark, animal hair, or other fresh 
plant material.  The female lays a clutch of 5–6 eggs, which hatch 12–
16 days later.  Nestlings leave the nest 12–16 days later; individual 
birds can fledge at various intervals, from several hours to 2 days 
apart.  As a result, adults can sometimes be seen feeding young in 
several different locations.  Fledglings depend on feeding by the 
adults for 1–2 weeks after fledging; the family then moves as a unit 
around the area until they migrate, beginning in early September. 
 
Salpinctes obsoletus, as the Rock Wren is known in scientific circles, 
derives from both Greek and Latin.  Salpinctes, (from Greek 
salpightes) means “trumpeter,” in reference to its call (which seems 
like an overstatement for this little bird—the call is more like an 
insistent hiccup).  The species name, obsoletus, arises from the Latin 
word for “shabby” or “dingy,” referring to the dull gray-brown 
plumage.  In its common name, “rock” of course refers to its preferred 
habitat;  “wren,” from wraenna, draws from the Anglo-Saxon name 
for this type of bird.   
 
Writing in Nebraska in 1978, John Janovy noted “[it is a] plain name 
for a bundle of fire known as the rock wren. It is heard, up on the 
bluffs, up in the rocks, but it is seen only by those who climb the bluffs 
regularly, and then it is seen only irregularly.”  Rocks, songs, mystery, 
and more rocks—the essence of Rock Wren. 
 
You can learn more about this imp of the rocks here:  
http://wp.me/P16Ptu-mM. 

Pet Peeves of a Summer Curmudgeon by 
Debbie Gaj 
Summer tends to bring out the grouch in me.  The combination of 
heat and bug bites (insects just love me!) turns me downright 
curmudgeonly.  So understandably, the extraordinarily hot June we 
just witnessed brought my complaining to a whole new level. I would 
like to share with you, fellow canyon dwellers, my chief complaints. 
See if you agree. 
 
Peeve #1: Tourist traffic – I know, theoretically, that we should be 
grateful for tourists who contribute to our local economy in a big way.  
I have met some absolutely lovely people, and I have been happy to 
share suggestions to make their stay truly memorable. After all, I was 
a tourist myself back in the 1990s, before hearing the mountains 
calling me to my true home. I know mountain curves are scary if you 
are used to the plains of Kansas or Nebraska.  I realize the views of the 
river are pretty awesome to city dwellers.  And steep inclines can be 
a workout for flatlander drivers and their vehicles.  But for the love of 
all you hold dear, you are driving on a United States highway with 
posted speed limits.   
 
If the curves are intimidating you – and I truly do get that, for I was 
frightened the first few times too – by all means, drive at a safe speed 
for your skill level. And if your car or RV is having a hard time pulling 
up those steep inclines, there is not too much you can do.  But when 
a line of cars stretches behind you, pull over when you have an 
opportunity, to let them pass.  When there is a too infrequent passing 
lane in the canyon, do not remain in said passing lane out of fear of 
the rock wall or river to the right of you. Move over! 
 
If you want a closer glimpse of that pretty mountain or rushing river, 
PULL OVER and park. Do not just brake suddenly or, as one driver did, 

http://wp.me/P16Ptu-mM


literally come to a dead stop on the road because he apparently 
wanted to scope out a fishing spot. Do not park on the shoulder to get 
out and snap a picture if your entire vehicle is not off the highway.  
 
Conversely, some locals or frequent visitors are unreasonably 
incensed by the slower traffic that is a summer fact of life. It is one 
thing to get aggravated and grouch about it. It is an entirely different 
thing to be so angry you lose all sense of safety.  I have had cars fly 
past me when I was going the speed limit in a double-yellow-line no-
passing zone on a curve more times than I can count.  And for what?  
To get one car ahead in the inevitable caravan of traffic.  
 
Peeve #2: Local weather forecasts – Those of us who live in the valley 
are assigned local news stations out of Colorado Springs.  But to the 
weather forecasters on those stations, we are lucky to be an 
afterthought.  I sit patiently listening to their detailed accounts of the 
next three days in Colorado Springs, Pueblo, and Cañon City.  While 
they seem to be getting closer to our neck of the woods, they 
inevitably position their well-dressed weather forecaster bodies 
smack dab in front of the map section that includes Howard, Coaldale, 
and Cotopaxi.  What gives? They can’t cast a shadow on the eastern 
plains once in awhile?  We might get a nod or mention if a rather 
severe storm is perched over western Fremont County.  But other 
than that, we have to extrapolate from the Canon City forecast to our 
own. Or just poke our head out the door and take our chances. 
 
Peeve #3: Recycling – Since I try to incorporate several errands into 
one town trip, my recyclables tend to build up. But I take the time on 
recycling day to sort them all out according to the bins available at the 
center. I use 4 laundry baskets to make things easy: tin, glass and 
cartons in one; plastic #1 and #2, in the next; plastics #3 and above, in 
the third; and paper, junk mail, magazines, etc., in the fourth.  
Cardboard is cut and broken down to manageable sizes. Once I get 
there, it is easy to carry one basket at a time to the appropriate 
containers.  Simple, right? So it really gets on my last nerve to see the 
bags of plastics, glass, and tin abandoned right next to a cage. Even 
worse, broken appliances and just plain junk are strewn about.  This 
place is not supposed to be a dump.  The obsessive-compulsive side 
of me really kicks in when I see cereal boxes and other cardboard in 
the specifically labeled carton container or obviously mis-sorted 
numbers in the plastics containers. People, if you are so darn lazy and 
uncaring that you cannot take the time to sort properly, do us all a 
favor and just toss the stuff in your trash. Don’t contaminate the 
recycling bins.   
 
Whew, I have to admit, I feel a whole lot better getting all of that off 
my chest.  Thanks for bearing with me. It is amazing how sharing a 
burden seems to lift it right out of my mind.  I believe I have that 
summer curmudgeon under control – at least until the next time I 
have to brave slow-moving traffic in an unpredicted downpour to get 
my recycling done. 

 
What wisdom can you find that is greater than 
kindness? -Jean Jacques Rousseau, philosopher and 
author (28 Jun 1712-1778) 
_________________________________ 
 

On the web, visit us at 

www.OnTheWildSide812.wordpress.com 

Upcoming Schoolhouse Concerts! 
Singer, songwriter Rupert Wates will be performing at the Coaldale 
Schoolhouse on July 15th at 7 pm to celebrate the release of his most 
recent CD, Colorado Mornings – True Love Songs.  The eighth CD from 
singer-songwriter Rupert Wates is an album of acoustic love songs 
inspired by the beauty of Colorado. It depicts the journey of two 
lovers, as they travel like Wild West outlaws in search of new frontiers 
and freedoms. In keeping with the album's setting, its sound is 
pastoral, rootsy, folk-inflected. Listen more at: 
http://www.rupertwatesmusic.com/#sthash.f4fmf8Zt.dpuf 
 
On August 5th, at 7pm, the Schoolhouse will host Kelley Mickwee, a 
native of Memphis who sings like a nightingale with enough added 
grit from her experiences of life to find a way into your heart.  She is 
celebrating her latest solo CD, You Used to Live Here.   She will also 
be performing at the Steamplant in Salida with The Trishas on July 
29th.  Hear more of her music at http://www.kelleymickwee.com/ 
 
Please continue to support live music at the Coaldale Schoolhouse!  
For tickets, make reservations at coaldaleschoolhouse@gmail.com.  
Hope to see you there! 

Community Calendar 
At the Coaldale Community Building 
Friday, July 15th at 7pm:  Rupert Wates, singer, songwriter in concert 
with Scott Adams opening, as part of the Coaldale Schoolhouse 
concert series!  Light refreshments. 
Visit http://www.rupertwatesmusic.com/ 
Tickets $15.  RSVP coaldaleschoolhouse@gmail.com.   
 
Friday, August 5th at 7pm:  Kelley Mickwee, singer, songwriter in 
concert with Bruce Warren opening, as part of the Coaldale 
Schoolhouse concert series!  Light refreshments.   
Visit http://www.kelleymickwee.com/ 
Tickets $15.  RSVP coaldaleschoolhouse@gmail.com.   
 
Mondays:  9:00 – 10:30 am Yoga class for all levels.  Beginners 
welcome!  Please arrive 5-10 minutes early to get settled.  For more 
information contact Janet Engel, 942-3980. 
 
Mondays:  afternoon… Piano lessons!  It’s never too late to begin!  
Contact Cody Alexander at calex4343@gmail.com for more 
information! 
 
Tuesdays:  9:00 – 10:00 am Pilates class for all levels.  Beginners 
welcome!  Please arrive 5-10 minutes early to get settled.  Wear 
comfortable clothing, bring a mat & water.  Pilates focuses on 
engaging the mind with the body to create exercises that strengthen 
the core and involve the whole body.  $9.00 per class or 8 classes for 
$65.00.  For more information contact Kyanne at 942-3752. 
 
Wednesdays:  5:30 – 6:30 pm.  The Gardeners’ Market is happening!  
Come join the intrepid gardeners who work long and hard to bring 
you tender, young plants, early greens, and wonderful baked goods 
and surprises!  Always a community event!   
 
Fridays:  9:00 – 10:15 am Creative Vinyasa Flow Yoga.  Come explore 
all that is you in this fun and playful yoga class!  Learn how to become 
more open, present, and embodied on and off the mat. Practice will 
include meditation, asanas, and breathing exercises. Classes are FREE! 
Donations will be accepted, but not expected. For more information 
contact Brook at 942-3654. 
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